
Boutique Camping



Whether you need some 
extra accommodation 
to house everyone or 
are simply looking for 
something a little different, 
we have got you covered. 
Our high end glamping facilities offer the very best 
in pop-up comfort and luxury and are a fantastic 
alternative to our regular accommodation options. 

Having offered glamping on Osea for several years  
now, we have an excellent understanding of what  
you want and need. Our range of luxury yurts and  
bell tents reflect the high standards that our 
clients have come to experience and expect.



Our Yurts
Suitable for up to 120 guests 
Yurts come in a range of sizes and can 
accommodate up to 4 people per structure. 
Handcrafted using the finest natural materials, 
these sumptuous spaces are fully decked out  
with quality furnishings to ensure that you’ll  
have the most comfortable stay.

Up to 3 Night Booking Price (Ex VAT)

1-2 People (10ft yurt) £390
2 People (12ft Yurt) £525
3 People (14ft Yurt) £635
4 People (16ft Yurt) £825

Power – there is the option to add on power to any of our tent 
options at an additional cost of £50+ VAT per tent. This includes 
a mulit-socket for charging phones etc and a plug in light.

Included in Yurt:

Wooden door

Groundsheet

Designer rugs

Woven polypropylene matting

Memory foam mattress  
(doubles and singles available)

Luxury linen pack
13.5 tog duvet, blankets, two pillows (per person), 
cushions and a bath towl (per pesrson)

Vintage storage chest

Scatter cushions

Side tables

Decorative throws

Mirror

Ambient LED lighting



Our Bell Tents
Suitable for up to 430 guests
Our bell tents are a more uniform option that all 
come in one size and are better suited to larger 
events. Simpler in design these tents are a more 
cost effective option to our yurt packages, whilst 
still upholding a high level of luxury and the magical 
experience of sleeping under canvas.

Up to 3 Night Booking Price (Ex VAT)

1 Person £350
2 People £415
3 People £480

Power – there is the option to add on power to any of our tent 
options at an additional cost of £50+ VAT per tent. This includes 
a mulit-socket for charging phones etc and a plug in light.

Included in Bell Tent:

Zipped in groundsheet

Windows

Matting and large rug

Memory foam mattress  
(doubles and singles available)

Luxury linen pack
13.5 tog duvet, blankets, two pillows (per person), 
cushions and a bath towl (per pesrson)

Side tables

Decorative throws

Mirror

LED lantern



enquiries@oseaisland.co.uk 

In co-operation with Green Yurts


